Emerald Lake Village District
Office: 147 West Main Street Mail: PO Box 2217
Hillsborough, NH 03244
Tel: 603-464-3128
Fax: 603-464-4132 info@elvdnh.com

Board Attendees

Sara Auger, Commissioner (Chair),
Brett Taber Commissioner,
Debbie Kardaseski, Commissioner
Rick Rose, Clerk
Carolyn Renken, Treasurer

Residents

Melissa Taber and Carl Hanson
Meeting called to order by Commissioner Auger at 6:30pm.
ELVD Workshop Meeting
Thursday January 6, 2022 @ 6:30 PM
Roll Call & Quorum of Commissioners
Public Comment and Board response:
Resident Carl Hanson brought up an issue concerning a high level of noise and pollution involving, perhaps, a big piece
of equipment or personal vehicles near his residence on Birch Tree.
He also brought up a possible issue involving a seismic phenomenon (hearing of voices/music) concerning the wind
turbines that are in Antrim and he feels it is affecting the public’s health and states that their mitigation software to
cancel vibrations is not working.
Sanitary Survey Report:
We received the report (recommendations made) back from the October 28th survey. Commissioners Taber, Auger and
Aquamen were in attendance throughout the process. Any significant deficiencies noted go back from the 2018
Sanitary Survey which include Source Water capacity which needs a corrective plan, but no new deficiencies were
stated in the report.
We need to provide evidence that the newly installed zone meters are all working properly and Aquamen will be
involved in providing new as well as historical data.
Calibration maintenance with the source water meters needs to be kept up.
Control proper sanitary protective radius surrounding all wells.
Store additional safety equipment at Patten Hill control station.
Consider installing Scada equipment to provide communication to water operators.
Create a plan to regularly flush water mains and exercising valves once sufficient water capacity has been restored.
Convert existing record drawings to an electronic format.
The recent grant applications could help assist with the electronic Asset Management GIS Mapping corrective actions
that we need to complete based on the survey report.
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Commissioner Taber has an appointment (Jan 15th) with a plumbing contractor to provide a quote for the tepid water
systems for eye-wash stations.
Aquamen will be getting a quote for the variable speed controller that handles water pressure (to help with buffering)
at the Hummingbird well and they are also awaiting the rest of the transducer parts.
Plans for the wooden structure at Patten Hill need to be planned out and has been ear-marked to be a 2022 project
for additional arsenic treatment. We have a high probability to receive 50% grant funding.
The State provided feedback from the Groundwater Bureau, regarding wells 6 & 9, states that we can label these wells
as inactive and when we can get to revitalize them and because they were drilled before 1998 we do not have to go
through the large water capacity reapplication as we can just revitalize them and let them know when they’re back
online and not re-approve the whole process.
Income Survey Report:
Commissioner Auger advised that on a recent application for the water distribution upgrade at Meetinghouse the
median household income we had to put down was $72K, even though based on what we’ve received the median
household income is $55K. Not receiving the full 75% return is already affecting the district negatively. The Hillsboro
Census Designated Place (CDP) has a portion of the Town that has a geographic boundary and the district is not within
the boundary and fits into the overall Town. Hillsboro’s MHI is $81K.
These surveys can still be filled out and sent in as this is an ongoing process. We are currently at a 56.9% return rate.
We received 226 submissions. We need 69 surveys returned to reach the 75% rate of return we need.
Road Work Update:
Deerpoint Road is now open but debris clean-up still needs to be done and could be pushed off until Spring.
Bow was recently placing gravel in potholes.
2021 Water Main Replacement Project:
Wright-Pierce (Chris & Colin) called in tonight to answer questions the board had regarding this project. Commissioner
Taber inquired about the selection made concerning which roads would be repaired as a priority and their costs. Ellen
Brook and Old Lantern Roads were listed as primary and Autumn listed as an alternate. These roads were picked due
to a high break rate that have needed repairs, historically, and were listed in the grant agreement with the State. Any
funds left that remain will go towards any other road that fall in line as far as need is determined.
Operational costs involving the use of Aquamen (for valve operations) during this project can be dispersed through the
loan. Construction engineering services involve material testing, construction observation, record drawing
development and compaction testing.
Piping choice was questioned. There are 2 choices that include HDP or PVC. Both choices are equal regarding pressure
threshold. HDP is a welded product and has no real joints, however, is more cumbersome as far as labor is concerned.
PVC is a stick product and comes in 13 ft or 20 ft lengths. Commissioner Taber asked if it would benefit the district to
pre-purchase materials. We would get the benefit of not paying for contractor mark-up. However, if there’s a defect in
the materials or something goes wrong in the installation and since we own them the district would have to deal with
the repercussions where that issue could be the contractor's responsibility if bought through them. Wright-Pierce felt
that this wasn’t a huge risk for the district to pre-purchase due to the quality of the materials.
Next question was in regards to the trench ways. Were the existing ones being used or new ones being installed (and
leaving the old in the ground) as the new drawings reflect them being installed on the opposite side of the roads?
Installing new trenches could potentially allow the existing trenches/piping to act as a temporary water main during
construction. If not, then we could utilize a temporary water main above grade and go back in the same trench/es and
temporary water has a higher cost at the onset, but mitigates risk pertaining to the age of the old infrastructure. As
far as service lines (residential) go, replace water service from the main itself out into the street to the property line
and place a new curb stop at the property line/right of way. Replacing actual service lines is not part of this project,
unless the resident wants to pay for that themselves by either hiring another contractor or speaking to the contractor
that eventually gets the contract for this project. The board will discuss this at a later date.
Meter pits were brought up and Wright-Pierce stated that they would get a unit cost from the contractor to install.
These would be 2 ft in diameter unit and 5 ft deep with an insulated cover and inside is where the meter would go and
have an attached coil of pipe. The meters can be read either manually (walk-by or drive-by) or wirelessly.
Materials for the EllenBrook area could be stored at the sandpit and possibly the empty lot at Autumn Road. For the
Old Lantern Road area, the district has some properties (but some are wetlands) off of Raven Head and side roads.
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Patten Hill is also an area we can utilize for storage.
For 2022:
The grant applications for Asset Management, Strategic Planning and the Energy Audit have been sent. The review
process for these should be done by the end of January and then goes into grant application/agreement development.
They will need to be reviewed/signed by the Governor’s Council and that process may take until March or April. No
work can be started until a grant agreement has been issued.
This coming Monday is the State’s meeting with the Trust Fund and Commissioner Taber stated he’d be available to
represent the district. Wright-Pierce will also be present.
Commissioner Taber questioned whether or not the district needed more than the 7 zone meters we already have?
Wright-Pierce stated that the more zone meters (perhaps at each end of a road) we have the better it would be to
isolate leaks for areas that have a larger grouping of roads.
Commissioner Taber is also in conversation with Wright-Pierce about the Red Fox Crossing bridge and sediment
blocking the outflow of the culvert and what needs to happen to resolve this situation.
Commissioner Auger advised the USDA is doing funding for community facility direct loan and grant program. The
USDA uses different numbers from the MHI perspective. Their threshold is 50% and we are above that figure, so it’s
worth completing the survey for this program.
Eastman well & water project:
Finalization of pilot testing (just a few more needed to be done) and trailer removal from the site should be done by
next week. Today Aquamen was working on leak detection (especially at Boulder and Dawn streets) and zone isolation
to identify any roads that may have high volume leaks. Our pumps have been working 24/7 lately, but the tank is
withholding at it’s normal level of 18.5 ft - 19.5 ft which means the pumps are keeping up.
The board will continue its plan to remove the dead pine tree at Eastman.
Set next 6 month block of meetings:
Tentative dates for future meetings are January 20th, February 3rd and 17th, March 10th and 24th, April 7th and
21st, May 5th and 19th and June 2nd and 16th. These will be posted at the kiosks, on the website and FB page.
Annual Meeting is tentatively scheduled for April 23rd, 2022.
Approve 12/9 & 12/15 meeting minutes:
Commissioner Auger made a motion to accept the both meeting minutes as written, Commissioner Kardaseski
seconded. All Commissioners approved, motion passed. Meeting minutes were signed this evening.
Late agenda items:
Commissioner Taber made a motion to enter into a non-public session under RSA 91-A:3, II for a discussion of several
water matters that could affect the reputation of those being discussed and discussion of legal advice on such matters.
The motion was seconded by Sara Auger. Roll Call Vote: Chairman Auger/yes; Commissioner Taber/yes; Commissioner
Kardaseski/yes.
Non-public session was entered into at 8:59 p.m. Present: Commissioners Auger, Taber, and Kardaseski.
Sign any necessary bills
Adjournment of Meeting:
A motion was made by Brett and seconded by Sara to adjourn the Non-Public Session at
9:30 p.m. Roll Call Vote: Chairman Auger/yes; Commissioner Taber/yes; Commissioner Kardaseski/yes. Session was
adjourned at 9:30 p.m.
The next meeting is scheduled for January 20th, 2022.

__________________
Rick Rose, ELVD Clerk
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Approved by:

___________________________
Sara Auger, Commissioner (Chair)

_____________________
Brett Taber, Commissioner

___________________________
Debbie Kardaseski, Commissioner
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